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SO CALLED FREE TRADE
Our Congress is acting exactly like the young man that sold the ten thousand acre farm he inherited from his
grandfather. He lived “high off the hog” by selling a thousand acres a year for ten years. When he had sold all of
his inheritance he went on relief for the rest of the citizens to support or had to work at minimum wage for the
new owner.
America is selling its productive wealth at the rate of nearly a trillion dollars each year. It is doing exactly what
Africa did in the 18th and 19th centuries. Take a good look at the poverty of Africa today and you will see what
America will look like in less than fifty years unless Congress and the new president use a little common sense.
We are using this trillion dollars to bid up prices so the workers and retired citizens cannot make ends meet.
Our money is out of control and the end results will be what happened in Germany in the 1920s if we don’t act
now.
1. Congress must immediately put an export tax on the sale of what is left of our productive wealth high
enough to stop the sale of our life support system.
2. We must practice intelligent free trade. We must stop the lopsided practice of selling the factory instead
of the products made in the factory. In simple terms always trade the cream, milk, butter and cheese.
Never trade or sell the cow that produces the products that gives our middle class citizens jobs. In other
words free trade only on products.
3. America had been living high off the hog and this stupidity is coming home to roost in the form of high
prices and lost jobs.
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Kenneth L. Russell, Professor of Education, Emeritus, Sam Houston State University Huntsville, Texas; was born on a farm
near Chilhowee, Missouri on Easter Sunday, April 16, 1911.
He is founder of The Educational Video Network, Inc, also known as Educational Filmstrips, and producer of best selling titles
such as “Understanding Money and Inflation” and “Parliamentary Procedure in Action” used in classrooms across the US and
around the world.
Russell, 96, is a member of Kappa Delta Pi, Phi Delta Kappa, American Association of University Professors, Who’s Who in
American Education, President of Alpha Gamma Sigma, University of Missouri, 1933-34. Famous the world over for his
publications on Economics, Government, and Parliamentary Procedure, and showing no signs of slowing down, it is obvious
that Russell has no intentions of “retiring”.
Russell and his late wife of 72 years, Marjorie, have three children. Together Kenneth and Marjorie co-founded the Universal
Ethician Church and the Ethician Family Cemetery with their son George and his wife Sue.

